The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the effect localized heating of the feet has on physiological and psychological reactions of female in an air-conditioned environment in summer. In Japan, female office workers wear less clothing than their male counterparts. In an air-conditioned office space in summer, female conducts thermoregulation by putting on cardigans, etc. but this action does not greatly contribute to improving conditions for the legs and feet, the lower extremities of the body. The improvement of sensational and physiological temperature by localized warming of the body can contribute to a healthy working environment for female office workers, their safety, and a reduction in air conditioning's energy expenditure. We used the indoor thermal * Corresponding author.
Introduction
Air conditioners and other all-air temperature regulation systems are a typical method of indoor thermal environment regulation in Japan. These are demonstrated to be effective in highly hermetic spaces, but in office spaces and the like where people frequently enter and leave, the setting of higher outlet air speeds or outlet airflow temperatures is necessary, potentially producing a large temperature distribution. Air-conditioning facilities of this variety have issues of deterioration of air quality, and discomfort owing to the direct effect of the outlet airflow, and vertical temperature distribution. In particular, it is difficult to resolve issues such as disparities in personal thermal sensation with respect to indoor air temperature in an office space when air conditioning is used during the summer. Furthermore, the direct effect of cold air emitted from the air conditioner on the body can chill the body and risk causing air-conditioning syndromes such as sensitivity to cold, headaches, and physical listlessness. In comparison with their male counterparts, female office workers wear less clothing, making it more likely for them to experience physical chill. Introducing task and ambient air conditioning or personal air conditioning makes it possible to regulate the local environment around the body, but the reality is that the installation and cost of these form a barrier to their installation in existing buildings and spaces, and they have not become popular.
Methods of improving the local thermal environment other than convection by fan etc. include wearing clothes on an individual basis and conveying heat by thermal radiation or heat conduction from the environmental side. At home, it is possible to improve the thermal environment by improving one's physical circumstances with clothing or by adjusting the temperature or airflow of the air-conditioning system, etc. In an air-conditioned office space in summer, women can adopt the behavioral thermoregulation of putting on cardigans etc., but this does not greatly contribute to improving the condition of the lower extremities of the body. Accordingly, it is necessary to improve the environment around the body by conveying heat from the environmental side, making it essential to improve the thermal environment using local thermal radiation and heat conduction.
Floor heating/cooling and ceiling radiation heating/cooling are examples of applications of thermal radiation and heat conduction as opposed to air-based methods of air conditioning. Although the loading capacity on floor slabs is an issue in terms of installation on the building frame, floor heating/cooling may be effective. The effect on the human body is strong because the distance between the body and the radiative surface is comparatively close and energy can be saved because it is unnecessary for the surface temperature to differ greatly from the air temperature. Individual personal space in an office environment is scarce and scope of activity is limited. In addition, if energy conservation is a concern, then it is important that heat transfer to the human body be efficient and from a small apparatus. With thermal radiation, a large surface area or a high surface temperature is necessary, and areas not directly related to the human body must be warmed, leading to wasted energy. Accordingly, the subject of this study is a heat conduction apparatus applying a surface heating element. If an improvement in physical circumstances can be demonstrated by a method whereby part of the body is warmed in isolation while the airspace is cooled, then the sensational and physiological temperature can be improved by heat conduction, which may contribute to a healthy working environment for female office workers, their safety, and a reduction in air conditioning's energy expenditure.
To date, several studies quantitatively discussing heat conduction by contact have been reported with respect to the effect heat conduction from the foot region has on the human body. Muncey and Hutson [1] , Missenard [2] , Cammerer and Schüle [3] , and Olesen [4] [5] deal with the heat conduction from the foot quantitatively. The research of Choi et al. [6] regarding floor heating spaces deals with the heat conduction between the contact area of a human body in a cross-legged sitting position and the floor quantitatively. Watanabe et al. [7] regarding a Kotatsu heating space deals with heat conduction between a human body in a leg-out sitting position and the floor quantitatively. The research of Kurazumi et al. [8] [9] deals with heat conduction between a human body in a leg-out sitting position and the floor quantitatively. Kurazumi et al. [10] deal with the heat conduction between a human body in standing, chair-seated, seiza sitting, cross-legged sitting, sideways sitting, both-kneeserect sitting, leg-out sitting, and lateral supine positions and the floor quantitatively. The research of Choi et al. [6] and Watanabe et al. [7] on a floor heating space and the research of Kurazumi et al. [8] [9] on a floor cooling space use as an evaluation axis a conduction-corrected operative temperature that is a quantitative environmental index incorporating heat conduction and thermal radiation. Also, the research of Kurazumi et al. [10] on a floor heating space uses as an evaluation axis an indoor thermal environment evaluation index ETF that can temperature-convert the effects of air temperature, radiative temperature, contact section surface temperature, and humidity. Furthermore, in the research of Horikoshi et al. [11] , heat conduction between the human body in a chair-seated position and the chair is also considered, and the heat conduction from the chair is presented as non-negligible. Kurazumi et al. [12] [13] focuses on differences in posture, quantitatively weighing the differences of heat conduction between the human body and the floor surface in standing, chair-seated, seiza sitting, cross-legged sitting, sideways sitting, both-knees-erect sitting, leg-out sitting, and lateral supine positions, and demonstrates the evaluation criteria in the case of evaluating thermal environment taking into account heat conduction. Kurazumi et al. [14] focus on differences in posture, quantitatively weighing the differences of heat conduction between the human body and the floor surface in standing, chair-seated, seiza sitting, cross-legged sitting, sideways sitting, both-knees-erect sitting, leg-out sitting, lateral and supine positions, and demonstrate a conduction-corrected operative temperature for each position in the case of a neutral thermal sensation. However, research dealing with the heat balance of the human body is rare. In addition, heating/cooling combining the heating and cooling of the human body has not been studied at all.
Accordingly, the present study focused on heat conduction from the foot region and aimed to demonstrate the effect that local heating of the foot region has on physiological/psychological reactions in a cooled environment in summer. If the effect of local heat conduction on the foot region can be quantitatively demonstrated, it will be possible to improve the sensational and physiological temperature by locally heating the body and develop preventative measures against chills and air-conditioner syndrome. In addition, the energy required to improve sensational and physiological temperature can be substantially reduced, contributing to the development of new thermal environment regulation equipment that offers air-conditioning energy savings and reduces environmental burdens.
Experimental Design

ETF
The thermal environment evaluation index for an indoor space, ETF, was developed by Kurazumi et al. [15] . ETF can temperature-convert the effect of air velocity and difference in attitude, thermal radiation, contact part's surface temperature and humidity into individual meteorological elements.
The effect of these four environmental factors on the heat balance of the human body can be expressed by a newly defined thermal environment evaluation index as follows: convective heat transfer area combined thermal velocity field for air velocity (TVF hta ) [15] ; radiant heat transfer area combined effective radiation field concerning thermal radiation for thermal radiation (ERF hta ) [15] ; conductive heat transfer area combined effective conductive field for the contact member's surface temperature (ECF hta ) [15] ; and effective humid field in conduction-corrected modified effective temperature in humidity ETF for humidity (EHF ETF ) [15] . The addition of each temperature-converted factor is also possible and quantifying the composite effect on sensation in the outdoor space as well as the discrete effect of each meteorological element is possible on the same evaluation axis. Heat exchanged is standardized by all the body surface area of the human body. 
Experimental Procedure
The experiments were carried out from August to September in 2013 and 2014.The experiment was performed using a cloth booth-type laboratory placed in an artificial climate chamber as shown in Figure 1 .
Footprint-shaped sole-of-the-foot heating apparatus comprising a graft carbon heater element was installed in the booth. Aside from the sole-of-the-foot heating section of the heating apparatus, heat-insulating material and thermal radiation shielding sheets were used, with linoleum as the floor covering material. The surface temperature was the same as the air temperature, with the exception of the sole-of-the-foot heating section.
The seat and back of the chair used in the case of a chair-seated position had good breathability. The chair had a low heat capacity and only a small part was in contact with the human body, so with the exception of the part in contact with the floor the human body was considered to be exposed to the air.
The thermal environment conditions were set in a range such that a naked human body at rest would not shiver or sweat ineffectively. Table 1 shows the thermal environment setting conditions. Thermal environment conditions were established through a combination of three air temperatures (24˚C, 26˚C, and 28˚C) and five sole-of-the-foot/floor surface temperatures (equal to air temperature, 26˚C, 28˚C, 30˚C, and 32˚C). Air velocity and relative humidity were a constant for all conditions (a still condition of current under 0.2 m/s; 60% RH). Because of the necessity to identify the impact on the human body more clearly and to simplify parameters as much as possible, the test subjects wore light clothing consisting of a white T-shirt and shorts. The subjects were in a chair-seated position during the experiment and their state of work was at rest. The subjects maintained a chair-seated position in a state of rest for over 60 minutes in a quiet anterior room with air temperature and relative humidity equivalent to the initial environment setting conditions, and with wall temperature equivalent to air temperature. Thereafter, the subjects promptly moved inside the test booth, assumed the prescribed position in an exposed location, placed their feet on the sole-of-the-foot heating apparatus, and were exposed to the configured thermal environment conditions for 15 minutes. Exposure time was configured with a concern to avoid moderate-temperature burns.
Subjects
The subjects were volunteers. Based on the mean height and weight and the standard deviation of height and weight [16] [17], the subjects were selected. The subjects were eight healthy adult female university students. The physical data of the subjects are shown in Table 2 . Their height was 158.8 ± 6.3 cm and their weight was 50.20 ± 5.73 kg. The subjects had standard physiques according to the Rohrer index and were not unique.
In accordance with the Helsinki Declaration [19] , the details of the experiment were fully explained to the subjects in advance and their consent to participation in the experiment was obtained.
Measured Parameters
The thermal environment parameters measured were air temperature, humidity, air velocity, temperature of each surface of the room, and surface temperature of the sole-of-the-foot heating apparatus. Air temperature and humidity were measured by an Assmann ventilated psychrometer at a height of 0.6 m from the floor. Air velocity was measured by an omnidirectional heated sphere anemometer at the same height. The temperature of each wall surface and the surface temperature of the sole-of-the-foot heating apparatus were measured by a φ0.2 mm type T thermocouple. The sole-of-the-foot heating apparatus surface temperature was measured on an aluminum sheet on each graft carbon heater element and on the point directly under the human body contact area on the linoleum floor covering material.
The measured human body parameters were sublingual temperature, skin temperature, weight loss, skin surface sensible heat flux of the sole-of-the-foot contact section, thermal sensation, and thermal comfort. Sublingual temperature was measured by a φ0.2 mm type T thermocouple placed in the oral cavity under the tongue. Skin temperature was measured at eight locations by a φ0.2 mm type T thermocouple: the head, trunk, arm, hand, thigh, calf, foot, and the part of the foot in contact with the sole-of-the-foot heating apparatus. The sensible heat flux on the skin surface of the heel was measured with a φ20 mm heat flux sensor (Captec, HF series, thickness 0.4 mm, sensitivity 1.69 -2.10 µV/(W/m 2 ), response time approximately 200 ms). The latent heat loss consequent on respiration from within the quantity of heat conversion was included in the body weight loss. However, sensible heat loss consequent on respiration was omitted as negligible.
The female test subjects wore light clothing: panties, a brassiere, a camisole, a T-shirt, and shorts. Table 3 shows the clothing parameters. Since it was difficult to make the panties, bra, and camisole identical, the subjects wore items they had brought themselves. The clo value was calculated from the weight of clothing according to the formula of Hanada et al. [20] .
The whole-body thermal sensation, whole-body thermal comfort, foot region thermal sensation, and foot region thermal comfort were measured on a linear assessment scale [21] . The scale for whole-body and foot region thermal sensation ranged from "hot" to "cold" and the scale for whole-body and foot region comfort sensation ranged from "comfortable" to "uncomfortable". The reported values were read from the scales, which ran from zero for "cold" and "uncomfortable" to 100 for "hot" and "comfortable", respectively. The calculation of the mean skin temperature used for the calculation of the heat balance of the human body was performed using a weighting factor that took into account the convective heat transfer area [22] . Furthermore, the chair used in the experiment had good breathability, and so the weighting factor used did not take into account contact with the chair. Then, the calculation of the mean skin temperature used for the physiological response of the human body was performed using a weighting factor that took into account conductive heat transfer area [23] . Table 4 shows the results of thermal environment parameters. The air temperatures in the experimental conditions were at most 1.5˚C lower than the set value and the variation was within a range of ±1.3˚C. The relative humidities were at most around 5.8% lower than the set value and the variation was within a range of ±8%. The temperatures of the surfaces comprising the laboratory were at most around 1.4˚C lower, but the difference from the air temperature during each experiment was at most 0.4˚C higher, and the difference was within a range of ±1.0˚C. The space was homogeneous with temperatures almost the same as the air temperature. Air velocity was under 0.2 m/s throughout the experiment. The floor temperature for the sole of the foot was ±1.2˚C of the set value and the difference was within a range of ±1.5˚C. The air temperature was lower than set, but the set conditions for other thermal environment parameters were basically satisfactory and stable. There were no visual observations of ineffective sweating in any of the experiments. The weight loss during the exposure time was probably caused by insensible perspiration.
Results
With a focus on heat conduction, air temperature, air velocity, humidity, and thermal radiation were assigned as thermal environment stimuli for the thermal environment parameters of the present study. In any investigation of the impact heat conduction has on the human body the relationship between the thermal environment and physiological/psychological reactions can be more clearly identified by taking into account the effect of skin temperature on conduction heat conversion [9] [10] [14] [24] . Furthermore, the sensational and physiological temperature index ETF has been verified as a thermal environment index that comprehensively expresses the effect of air temperature, air velocity, thermal radiation, humidity, and heat conduction [15] . Accordingly, we performed our investigation according to the theoretically proposed and verified sensational and physiological temperature index ETF [15] [25] that enable the evaluation of these environmental stimuli. ETF was calculated from thermal environment measurement values, the skin temperature of the human body, and clothing quantity. As regards the coefficients used in the calculation of ETF, the values of Kurazumi et al. [26] were adopted for the convective heat transfer area, the radiant heat transfer area, and the conductive heat transfer area for the human body. Hendler et al.'s value [27] of 0.98 found from the reflectance of skin in electromagnetic waves of wavelength 3 μm or more was used for the emissivity of the human body. The value of Tsuchikawa et al. [28] was used for the angle factor of the human body. The values of Kurazumi et al. [29] were used for the radiant heat transfer coefficient and convective heat transfer coefficient of the human body. For the calculation of the latent heat loss of the human body, the moisture heat loss was found by multiplying the vaporization heat by the loss of body weight. The vaporization heat of water, which relates to the calculation of vaporization heat, was used as a function of mean skin temperature. Then, mean skin temperature taking into account conductive heat transfer area was used as the evaluation axis for the physiological response of the human body. Furthermore, the reported values of whole-body thermal sensation and whole-body thermal comfort were the target of investigation for the physiological response of the human body. Figure 2 shows the relationship between ETF and mean skin temperature. The figure shows the tendency for mean skin temperature to increase with ETF. The figure also shows the tendency for mean skin temperature to decrease the more the experimental conditions involve a greater heat acquisition owed to heat conduction via the sole of the foot at the same ETF. For roughly the same ETF, this is a thermal environment condition whereby the result of heat conduction owed to heating the sole of the foot is added to the air temperature. Accordingly, the effect of air temperature is probably more strongly expressed in mean skin temperature as a whole-body physiological reaction than the effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot. Focusing on the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, we found that mean skin temperature for around the same ETF shows a tendency to be higher when there is no heating via the sole of the foot. Mean skin temperature also shows the tendency to increase slightly with greater heat acquisition owed to heating via the sole of the foot. However, this tendency is not shown in the case of an air temperature of 24˚C. Accordingly, when air temperature is low enough for heat loss from the human body to become excessive, the slight effect in increasing mean skin temperature by heating owed to heat conduction via the sole of the foot may not be desirable.
An inspection of the parallelism of the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (F(3, 116) = 0.642, p = 0.425), indicating no significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p < 0.01 (t(116) = −3.27, p = 0.001), indicating a significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression line. Consequently, it seems improbable that the effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot is expressed in the mean skin temperature within the scope of results for ETF in this experiment. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the heat conversion term for heat conduction ECF hta and change in mean skin temperature. The figure shows the tendency for the amount by which mean skin temperature decreases to be strongly expressed as ECF hta increases. In the above relationship between ETF and mean skin temperature, the effect of air temperature was conjectured to be expressed more strongly than the effect of heating via the sole of the foot in the mean skin temperature as a whole-body physiological reaction. This tendency can be argued to be clearly expressed in the relationship between ECF hta and change of mean skin temperature.
Focusing on the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, we found a tendency for those with heating via the sole of the foot to have smaller decreases of the mean skin temperature for about the same ECF hta . Accordingly, the result of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot may be apparent in mean skin temperature as a whole-body physiological reaction.
An inspection of the parallelism of the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (F(3, 116) = 0.611, p = 0.436), indicating no significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (t(116) = 0.940, p = 0.349), indicating no significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. Figure 4 shows the relationship between ETF and change in mean skin temperature. Focusing on the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, we found a tendency for the amount by which mean skin temperature decreases to become larger even for a larger ETF. An inspection of the parallelism of the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (F(3, 116) = 0.719, p = 0.398), indicating no significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (t(116) = 1.070, p = 0.289), indicating no significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. The effect of air temperature being more strongly expressed in mean skin temperature as a whole-body physiological reaction than the effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot can be argued to be clearly demonstrated.
Kurazumi et al. [13] performed an experiment to demonstrate the effect a thermal environment comprising air temperature and floor surface temperature has on each means of heat transfer for the human body according to difference in position. They showed that an evaluation of the thermal environment including the result of heat conduction is essential for body positions in which the contact surface ratio exceeds 2.5% when there is a large difference between the floor surface temperature and the contact area skin temperature. In the present study also, a change in mean skin temperature is demonstrated as owed to floor heating, and an evaluation of the thermal environment incorporating the effect of heat conduction can be considered essential.
Consequently, heating owed to heat conduction via the sole of the foot has the result of increasing mean skin temperature. However, the effect of air temperature is probably more strongly expressed in mean skin temperature than the effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot. Figure 5 shows the relationship between ETF and whole-body thermal sensation. The figure shows the tendency for whole-body thermal sensation to move towards the hot end as ETF increases. The figure also shows the tendency for whole-body thermal sensation to move towards the cold end the more the experimental conditions involve a greater heat acquisition owed to heat conduction via the sole of the foot at about the same ETF.
ETF and Whole-Body Thermal Sensation
Focusing on the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, we saw a tendency for whole-body thermal sensation for around the same ETF to move toward the hot end when there is no heating via the sole of the foot. Whole-body thermal sensation also shows the tendency to move toward the hot end for greater heat acquisition owed to heating via the sole of the foot. Accordingly, like the relationship between ETF and mean skin temperature, the effect of air temperature is probably more strongly expressed in whole-body thermal sensation as a whole-body physiological reaction than the effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot.
An inspection of the parallelism of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (F(3, 116) = 0.986, p = 0.323), indicating no significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p < 0.05 (t(116) = −1.990, p = 0.049), indicating a significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. Figure 6 shows the relationship between the heat conversion term for heat conduction ECF hta and change in whole-body thermal sensation. Although the tendency is shown for the change in whole-body thermal sensation to be greater slightly toward the hot end as ECF hta increases, a large change is not observed. Focusing on the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, we saw a tendency for those with heating via the sole of the foot to have a change whereby the whole-body thermal sensation increases for about the same ECF hta . Accordingly, the result of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot may be apparent in whole-body thermal sensation as a whole-body psychological reaction. Heating by heat conduction via the sole of the foot may be a thermal environment factor for whole-body thermal sensation that compensates for a low air temperature by way of a psychological reaction, in contrast to the tendency for the amount by which mean skin temperature decreases to become larger and for the effect of air temperature to be strongly expressed in mean skin temperature as a physiological reaction even when ECF hta is high, as shown in Figure 3 .
An inspection of the parallelism of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (F(3, 116) = 0.175, p = 0.676), indicating no significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (t(116) = 0.580, p = 0.561), indicating no significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. However, when ECF hta becomes large and heating is applied by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, there is a large change in whole-body thermal sensation toward the hot end. The effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot may be expressed in the change in whole-body thermal sensation within the scope of results for ECF hta in this experiment.
In the above relationship between ETF and mean skin temperature, the effect of air temperature is conjectured to be expressed more strongly than heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot in mean skin temperature as a whole-body physiological reaction. However, given the relationship between ECF hta and the change in whole-body thermal sensation, the result of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot on whole-body thermal sensation is probably stronger as a psychological reaction than on the mean skin temperature as a physiological reaction. Figure 7 shows the relationship between ETF and whole-body thermal sensation. An inspection of the parallelism of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (F(3, 116) = 0.574, p = 0.450), indicating no significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (t(116) = 1.360, p = 0.175), indicating no significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. However, in the case heating is applied by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, there is a large change in whole-body thermal sensation toward the hot end. The effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot may be expressed in the whole-body thermal sensation given the scope of results for ETF in this experiment.
The above suggests that heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot may work to move whole-body thermal sensation toward the hot end. Figure 8 shows the relationship between ETF and whole-body thermal comfort. The figure shows the tendency for whole-body thermal comfort to move towards the comfortable end as ETF increases. Focusing on the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, we found that cases where there is heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot tend to be more comfortable when ETF is lower than 29˚C, and cases where there is no heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot tend to be more comfortable when ETF is around 29˚C or higher. Accordingly, when the body is in a cool con-dition, heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot works to move whole-body thermal comfort toward the comfortable end. However, when the body is in a warm condition, heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot may work to move whole-body thermal comfort toward the uncomfortable end. Kuno et al. [30] proposed a two-dimensional thermal sensation model by which comfort differs depending on whether the body is cold or warm when the thermal balance of the body is in transition, even with the same thermal environment stimuli. In the present study also, which is a human subject experiment, the same phenomenon was observed for an ETF of around 29˚C.
ETF and Whole-Body Thermal Comfort
An inspection of the parallelism of the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p < 0.10 (F(3, 116) = 3.832, p = 0.053), indicating a significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (t(116) = −1.280, p = 0.2052), indicating no significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. Accordingly, the effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot may be expressed in the whole-body thermal comfort, given the scope of results for ETF in this experiment. Figure 9 shows the relationship between the heat conversion term for heat conduction ECF hta and change in whole-body thermal comfort. The figure shows the tendency for the change in whole-body thermal comfort to be greater slightly toward the comfortable end as ECF hta increases. Focusing on the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, we found a tendency for heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot to have a greater change in whole-body thermal comfort toward the comfortable end when ECF hta is under around 3˚C. Meanwhile, when ECF hta is around 3˚C or more the tendency is shown for no heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot to have a greater change in wholebody thermal comfort toward the comfortable side.
An inspection of the parallelism of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0. 10 Y. Kurazumi et al. 597 0.271), indicating no significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. Accordingly, the effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot is probably not apparent in the change in whole-body thermal comfort, given the scope of results for ECF hta in this experiment.
Heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot was conjectured to work to move whole-body thermal sensation toward the hot end in the above relationship between ETF and thermal sensation. Similarly, Figure 10 shows the relationship between ETF and change in whole-body thermal sensation. An inspection of the parallelism of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (F(3, 116) = 1.064, p = 0.305), indicating no significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (t(116) = −0.200, p = 0.840), indicating no significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. Accordingly, the effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot is probably not expressed in the change in whole-body thermal comfort, given the scope of results for ETF in this experiment. However, when the body is in a cool condition, heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot works to move whole-body thermal comfort toward the comfortable end. Also, when the body is in a warm condition, heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot may work to move whole-body thermal comfort toward the uncomfortable end.
Accordingly, heating by heat conduction via the sole of the foot may be a thermal environment factor for whole-body thermal sensation that compensates for a low air temperature by way of a psychological reaction, similarly to the relationship between ETF and thermal sensation. Figure 11 shows the relationship between mean skin temperature and whole-body thermal sensation. The figure shows the tendency for whole-body thermal sensation to move toward the hot end as mean skin temperature increases. Although only slight, the tendency is shown for whole-body thermal sensation to move toward the hot end the more the experimental conditions involve a greater heat acquisition owed to heat conduction via the sole of the foot, even for about the same mean skin temperature. Focusing on the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, we found a tendency for whole-body thermal sensation to move toward the hot end in cases where there is heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot when the body is seated in a chair at rest and mean skin temperature is lower than a comfortable 33˚C to 34˚C [31] . The mean skin temperature at which a neither hot nor cold, thermally neutral whole-body thermal sensation is reported is 33.4˚C when there is no heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot and 33.3˚C when there is.
Mean Skin Temperature and Whole-Body Thermal Sensation
An inspection of the parallelism of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p < 0.10 (F(3, 116) = 3.475, p = 0.065), indicating a significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (t(116) = 1.520, p = 0.131), indicating no significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. Accordingly, the effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot is probably expressed in whole-body thermal sensation.
In a condition whereby air conditioning cools the body below a thermally neutral state, the result of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot may be demonstrated. The result of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot may be more strongly expressed as a psychological effect than a whole-body physiological effect. Figure 12 shows the relationship between mean skin temperature and whole-body thermal comfort. The figure shows the tendency for whole-body thermal comfort to move toward the comfortable end as mean skin temperature increases. Although only slight, the tendency is shown for whole-body thermal comfort to move towards the comfortable end the more the experimental conditions involve a greater heat acquisition owed to heat conduction via the sole of the foot, even for roughly the same mean skin temperature.
Mean Skin Temperature and Whole-Body Thermal Comfort
Focusing on the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, we found a tendency for whole-body thermal comfort to move toward the comfortable end when there is heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot in the case mean skin temperature is below around 33.5˚C The tendency is shown for whole-body thermal comfort to move toward the comfortable end when there is no heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot when mean skin temperature is around 33.5˚C or higher. A difference in conditions is probably indicated according to whether the body is in a cool condition or a warm condition, as expressed by the above ETF and whole-body thermal comfort. The mean skin temperature at which a neither comfortable nor uncomfortable, neutral whole-body thermal comfort is reported is 33.3˚C when there is no heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot and 33.3˚C when there is. It is the same value in either case.
An inspection of the parallelism of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (F(3, 116) = 2.010, p = 0.159), indicating no significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (t(116) = 0.870, p = 0.387), indicating no significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. However, when mean skin temperature is under around 33.5˚C, whole-body thermal comfort is greater when heating is applied by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot. Accordingly, the effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot is probably expressed in whole-body thermal comfort.
As stated above regarding the relationship between mean skin temperature and whole-body thermal sensation, when air conditioning cools the body below a thermally neutral state, the effect of heat conduction by means of heating via the sole of the foot may be demonstrated. The result of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot may be expressed more strongly as a psychological effect than as a whole-body physiological effect.
Kurazumi et al. [26] demonstrated that the contact area between a body in a chair-seated position and the floor is 0.8% of the entire surface area of the body. Accordingly, it can be argued that an energy-saving result that improves physical circumstances is demonstrated by giving the body a small heat conduction via a small heat transfer area. This may mean that smaller, lighter, and more energy-efficient temperature control is possible by using heat conduction instead of regulating the air temperature of the entire space. Figure 13 shows the relationship between the heat conversion term for heat conduction ECF hta and the change in sole-of-the-foot skin temperature. The figure shows the tendency for the change in the sole-of-the-foot skin temperature to increase with ECF hta . The result whereby local heating by heat conduction increases the skin temperature of the extremities is clearly shown.
ECF hta and Change of Sole of Foot Temperature
Focusing on the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, we found a tendency for heating via the sole of the foot to result in a greater amount by which sole-ofthe-foot skin temperature increases for around the same ECF hta . Accordingly, the result of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot may be expressed in the sole-of-the-foot skin temperature as a local physiological reaction.
An inspection of the parallelism of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p < 0.05 (F(3, 116) = 4.216, p = 0.042), indicating a significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (t(116) = 0.940, p = 0.347), indicating no significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. The tendency for the amount by which mean skin temperature decreases to become large as ECF hta increases was shown above in the relationship between the heat conversion term for heat conduction ECF hta and the change in sole-of-the-foot skin temperature. The tendency for the effect of air temperature to be more strongly expressed than the effect of heating via the sole of the foot in mean skin temperature as a whole-body physiological reaction was clearly demonstrated. However, the effect of heating owed to heat conduction via the sole of the foot may be expressed in the change in sole-of-the-foot skin temperature, given the scope of results for ECF hta in this experiment.
When the human body is exposed to a low-temperature environment, autonomous thermoregulation mechanisms function to inhibit radiation by means of vasoconstriction in the extremities of the body and reduce heat loss. In the case of sensitivity to cold, the extremities of the body become excessively chilled because the autonomous thermoregulation mechanisms do not function well. Measures to prevent sensitivity to cold of the ex-tremities of the body are important for female office workers, who have the potential to be exposed to an air-conditioned environment in light clothes for long periods in summer. Accordingly, the result of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot increasing sole-of-the-foot skin temperature may alleviate sensitivity to cold by stimulating the extremities of the body. Figure 14 shows the relationship between change in sole-of-the-foot skin temperature and change in wholebody thermal sensation. Even if the amount by which the sole-of-the-foot skin temperature increases becomes large, the tendency for the amount by which whole-body thermal sensation moves to the hot end to become large is clearly not shown.
Change of Sole-of-Foot Temperature and Change of Whole-Body Thermal Sensation
Focusing on the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, we found that cases where there is heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot tend to have a slightly greater amount by which whole-body thermal sensation moves to the hot end. However, even if the amount by which the sole-of-the-foot skin temperature increases becomes large, there is almost no change in whole-body thermal sensation.
An inspection of the parallelism of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (F(3, 116) = 0.852, p = 0.358), indicating no significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p < 0.10 (t(116) = 1.730, p = 0.087), indicating a significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. Accordingly, increasing the skin temperature of the extremities of the body by heat conduction via the sole of the foot may have an effect on whole-body thermal sensation.
The above can be considered to have demonstrated that whole-body thermal sensation is improved by applying slight heat conduction by means of heating via the sole of the foot. Figure 15 shows the relationship between change in sole-of-the-foot skin temperature and change in wholebody thermal comfort. The figure shows the tendency for the amount by which whole-body thermal comfort moves to the comfortable end to become slightly large as the amount by which the sole-of-the-foot skin temperature increases becomes large.
Change of Sole-of-Foot Temperature and Change of Whole-Body Thermal Comfort
Focusing on the regression line for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot, we found a tendency for there to be a greater change in whole-body thermal comfort toward the comfort end when there is heating by means of heat conduction by the sole of the foot when the change in sole-ofthe-foot skin temperature is under around −3˚C. When the change in sole-of-the-foot skin temperature is around −3˚C or more, the tendency is for there to be a greater change in whole-body thermal comfort toward the comfort end when there is no heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot.
An inspection of the parallelism of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (F(3, 116) = 0.157, p = 0.693), indicating no significant difference in the parallelism of regression. An inspection of the homogeneity of the regression lines for the indicator of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot gave the result p > 0.10 (t(116) = 0.420, p = 0.677), indicating no significant difference in the homogeneity of the regression lines. Accordingly, the effect of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot is probably not apparent in the change in wholebody thermal comfort, given the results for change in sole-of-the-foot skin temperature in this experiment. However, there may be a difference in the resulting improvement in comfort for the whole body according to the state of chill of the skin temperature of the body's extremities as detailed above.
The above can be considered to have demonstrated that heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot is a thermal environment factor that compensates for low air temperature when the extremities of the body are chilled.
Conclusions
When the human body is exposed to a low-temperature environment, autonomous thermoregulation mechanisms function to inhibit radiation by means of vasoconstriction in the extremities of the body and reduce heat loss. In the case of sensitivity to cold, the extremities of the body become excessively chilled because autonomous thermoregulation mechanisms do not function well. Measures to prevent sensitivity to cold of the extremities of the body are important for female office workers, who have the potential to be exposed to an air-conditioned environment in light clothes for long periods in summer. Accordingly, we demonstrated the effect localized heating of the feet has on physiological and psychological reactions in an air-conditioned environment in summer.
The findings are as follows.
1) The effect of air temperature was demonstrated to be more strongly expressed in mean skin temperature than the effect of heating by heat conduction via the sole of the foot.
2) The result of heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot was demonstrated to be more strongly expressed as a psychological effect than as a whole-body physiological effect.
3) Heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot was demonstrated to be a thermal environment factor that compensates for a low air temperature with respect to whole-body thermal sensation and whole-body thermal comfort.
4) Applying slight heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot was demonstrated to result in improved whole-body thermal sensation and whole-body thermal comfort.
Heating by means of heat conduction via the sole of the foot can increase sole-of-the-foot skin temperature and therefore may alleviate sensitivity to cold by stimulating the extremities of the body. This may contribute to a healthy working environment for female office workers, their safety, and a reduction in air conditioning's energy expenditure.
